
2 Bedrooms Middle Floor Apartment in Alhaurin Golf
Alhaurin Golf

R4556287 – 450.000 €

2 3 184 m² 45 m²

Indulge in the pinnacle of luxury at Alhaurin Golf—a secluded retreat where six exclusive apartments
redefine refined living. Nestled in a peaceful oasis, this spacious 2-bedroom residence, once a coveted 3-
bedroom gem, sets a new standard of sophistication with its flawless design and exquisite finishes.

Upon entry, embrace the generous space and natural light as the expansive L-shaped living room
seamlessly transitions into a dedicated dining area. This thoughtfully designed layout creates a harmonious
atmosphere, perfect for hosting guests or relaxing in style. The transition from a 3-bedroom to a 2-bedroom
configuration enhances the overall sense of openness, providing a versatile living experience.
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Step out onto the expansive terrace—a private haven spanning over 25 square meters. This outdoor retreat
effortlessly extends the living space, offering an ideal setting for al fresco dining, entertaining guests, or
basking in the Mediterranean sun. A spa bath on the terrace invites relaxation, accompanied by panoramic
views of the surrounding beauty. The terrace transforms into a captivating canvas, suitable for quiet
moments of reflection or lively gatherings beneath the open sky.

The bedrooms, adorned with fitted wardrobes, provide a haven of tranquility and comfort. The Master
bedroom serves as a sanctuary, featuring a spacious ensuite bathroom with a high-quality hydro jet shower,
a separate water closet, and touches of opulence at every turn. Additionally, the Master bedroom boasts its
own luminous corner lounge area, offering panoramic views across the golf course to the nearby
mountains—an ideal spot for enjoying a morning coffee or indulging in an afternoon read.

Every aspect of this apartment reflects meticulous attention to detail, with high-quality finishes showcasing a
commitment to superior craftsmanship. From the flooring to the fixtures, each element has been thoughtfully
curated to elevate your living experience. This residence also boasts the convenience of private
underground parking with an elevator. The community features a beautiful communal pool and gardens,
providing a picturesque backdrop for relaxation. Lastly, revel in the utmost privacy as the property is not
overlooked by anyone, ensuring a tranquil and exclusive living experience.
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